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fmrisim was used to generate brains with appropriate 
noise and community structure

Signal magnitude matched to observed effect size 

Design and preprocessing decisions affect topology:

  Increase ISI and randomise order

  Average across participants
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Created brains: 
Noise, Noise + Ring signal, 
Noise + Community signal
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Neural Representations
Neural representations have geometric 
shapes which may be diagnostic of cognition

Participants are able to extract high level 
structure from incidental stimulus exposure3

The way the brain represents this reflects the 
topological structure of the input

Geometric objects are identified by 
connecting nearest neighbors in the data 
over different scales

TDA has been useful in medical sciences1  
and holds promise in neuroscience2 to 
explore complex high dimensional data
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Topological Data Analysis

fmrisim can be used to evaluate experimental 
designs and develop methods

Topolological Data Analysis can extract 
geometric objects from neural representations

Discussion

Introduction
fmrisim is a Python library that simulates fMRI 
data for multivariate and advanced neuroimaging 
analysis

Topological Data Analysis (TDA) can detect 
geometric patterns which may describe neural 
representations

Load in volume

Create brain mask

Estimate noise parameters

Specify signal

Generate noise volume

Combine signal and noise

Automatically estimates:
Brain Mask
Signal to Noise Ratio
Signal to Fluctuation-Noise Ratio
Smoothness 
Drift and autoregressive

fmrisim can automatically estimate the noise 
properties of raw fMRI images and generate 
matched synthetic data

Can make a signal 
of any form, e.g. 
univariate, 
multivariate

fmrisim

Analysis performed using the BrainIAK python 
package for high-performance neuroimaging 
analysis. 
For additional information, see brainiak.org/sfn2017
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